Mid-May brought major visible changes to Cabell Library, a foretaste of the construction work ahead. The atrium, part of the original 1970s building, came down; construction fencing went up; new hardscapes (strong enough to support trucks) were laid; and the retaining wall of the loading dock beside the building was removed. The construction Ramcam is now live. Browse photos of the work thus far and read the latest on the construction project.

Alumni Mags Feature University Librarian

The spring Shafer Court Connections and Scarab magazines include a lengthy article about the personal pursuits of some of VCU's faculty and leaders. Among them is University Librarian John E. Ulmschneider.

Thanks for an Amazing Year of Library Events

During the 2013-14 academic year, we hosted a record number of events with a record attendance of 7,700. Thanks to all who made it possible. Read more, watch videos and discover links to an impressive array of media coverage.
"We need to ensure...that our access to learning and the rights to use that learning are equal."

*John Willinsky, activist for open access, speaking at the April 29 Sanger Series lecture. "The Intellectual Properties of Learning"

**News**

- VCU TV tells Freedom Now story
- VCU Libraries projects provided trusted public health information
- Questions about construction?
- BrowZine: New way to read journals

**Events**

- Through Dec. 31: "Through the Looking Glass" exhibit
- Recently posted videos: Digital Pragmata: "Scholar, Maker, Creator" panel
- "Careers in Art and Object Conservation" panel
- Sanger Series: "The Intellectual Properties of Learning" lecture

---

**Best and Brightest**

Libraries' student-worker graduates share success stories.

VCU Libraries is one of the largest employers of students at VCU. Their work is critical to operations and our graduating Class of 2014 represents the same drive and diversity of which the whole university is proud. *Among the 26*
grads, plans include pharmacy and medical schools, careers in retail and design. One graduate is writing a play and one hopes to start a web business.